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Hello,
We hope everyone is staying safe and healthy while remaining
in the game during this unprecedented time. Even with the
working restrictions from the COVID-19 virus, the TTS Platform
keeps you remotely connected to your team and customers,
from the road or your home office. It provides fast, secure
access right at your fingertips from your computer or mobile
device to all the platforms you need, to continue to operate
your business and generate sales.
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The Quotation Module
Designed with the Sales Rep in mind, the TTS Quotation Module enables
you to manage all manufacturer quotations in one place. Enter just one
quote and it is stored in the TTS database and accessible from every
module. You can do everything from sending professional quotations to
customers to pulling a plethora of reports by customer, vendor,
branch/district or win/loss customer list, just to name a few.

We have improved the Check Inventory function in the Total Order Entry
Module, saving you a ton of steps to see the data you want.
You can now search by Product or Description, and type in a full or
partial word to get the specific results you are looking for.
There is also a comprehensive filter function allowing you to
narrow down the data you want to see.
Access the Check Inventory function from the Quick Launch menu.

Don't forget to select "Additional Reports" from the left menu to
access all the latest reports that have been asked by and designed
by you, our customer.

Are you struggling to manage hundreds of manufacturers’ price
files? We have the solution for you. Please contact us for a demo.
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